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Established in 2014,
the King’s College
London and Imperial
College London
EPSRC Centre for
Doctoral Training in
Medical Imaging brings
together two world
leading researchfocused universities

What We Offer
• State-of-the-art collaborative research environment utilising a unique
clinical-academic infrastructure
• Research in three key areas addressing unmet needs in Medical Imaging:
1. Image Acquisition and Image Reconstruction
2. Imaging Biology and Imaging Chemistry
3. Image Computing and Computational Modelling
• A 4-year enhanced postgraduate programme    combining research and taught
components
• Collaborative research projects co-sponsored by industry partners increasing
translation of research, starting from £12,500/year for industry partners
Based at St Thomas’ Hospital, across
the Thames from Westminster, we
take an interdisciplinary training
approach to meet challenges in
healthcare and medical imaging
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Introduction to the Centre
for Doctoral Training
Professor Julia Schnabel, Centre Director, and Professor Nick Long, Deputy Director
The CDT in Medical Imaging has brought together
King’s College London and Imperial College London
in a successful partnership, resulting in an integrated,
cohort-based inter-disciplinary programme for training
outstanding students to become tomorrow’s leaders in
medical imaging.

subsequent, accelerated PhD in Medical Imaging.

Our CDT supervisor pool features over 80 world-class
academics from King’s College London (Division of
Imaging Sciences & Biomedical Engineering, and the
Institute of Psychiatry, Psychology and Neurology)
and Imperial College London (Departments of
The CDT spans the entire spectrum of medical Bioengineering, Chemistry, Computing, Aeronautical
imaging technologies ranging from basic science to Engineering and Surgical Sciences), as well as our
clinical translation, with our key objective to develop “Clinical Champions” from Guys & St. Thomas’,
a new generation of scientists with skills for creating King’s College, Royal Brompton and Hammersmith
and translating innovative research solutions through Hospitals, in cardiovascular diseases, neuroimaging
integration of the physical sciences and engineering and cancer.
with biology, chemistry and clinical disciplines.
Our dedicated cohort-based approach, in conjunction
with our cross-disciplinary training, Clinical Champions
and Industry engagement in both the training and
Our dedicated programme offers
research aspects of our programme, offers exciting
opportunities for Industry to explore newly emerging
exciting opportunities for Industry to
areas across medical image acquisition &
explore newly emerging research areas research
reconstruction, imaging biology & chemistry, image
across medical imaging disciplines
computing and computational modelling, with a strong
translational focus, which would otherwise not be
achievable.
We have rapidly established a multidisciplinary,
interconnected research community across both We already have three strong student cohorts in
institutions with significant co-funding by our Industry place, drawn from the entire spectrum of STEM
Partners. Alongside world-class fundamental and backgrounds, with an excellent gender balance. Half
translational research, our students benefit from a of our projects are in successful industry partnership,
dedicated professional and transferable skills programme receiving substantial financial support of over £1M,
that draws on scientific and clinical expertise across and significant in-kind contributions such as coboth institutions, as well as from supervision, industry seminars,
our Industry Partners and on-site clinical scientists and
external business experts.
provision of training courses.
With our 4th cohort already
Our
dedicated
“1+3” recruited for the 2017 intake,
doctoral training programme we are now open for new
features a cohort-based MRes exciting project proposals in
Medical Imaging Sciences Industry Partnership for our
training year at King’s, which 5th cohort starting in
lays the foundations of the 2018.

“
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Dr. Phil Murphy - GlaxoSmithKline

The EPSRC CDT in Medical imaging at King’s and Imperial offers pharma a mechanism to engage with
cutting edge imaging science with three clear benefits:

1st It allows us to engage with a broad, cross-disciplinary network of collaborators with
expertise in imaging physics, probe development and image analysis. This breadth helps
us focus on answering our questions with the right technique.

2nd As we evolve ideas through a PhD research project we can benefit from any new
methods developed. We don’t need to wait until the end of the research project to realise
the benefits – from day one our engagement around the imaging science helps us.

”

3rd GSK, like many technology-focused companies is highly dependent upon a flow of talented scientists
joining us, bringing new creative science to drug development. The CDT gives us an opportunity to get to
know each other – for the student to see whether a career in industry is right for them. For us, the broad
MRes programme combined with industry-focused research will ensure students complete their PhDs with a
technological breadth and other skills needed to hit the ground running in industry.

The Industry Experience

“

Dr. Radhouene Neji – Siemens

Siemens highly values its partnership with the EPSRC Centre for Doctoral Training in Medical Imaging
at King’s and Imperial, where it is already funding several studentships and is continuously exploring the
potential for further collaboration projects. As one of the Siemens imaging collaboration scientists based at
St. Thomas’, I am in the privileged position of acting as the link between academic research and industrial
translation.
When faced with complex and challenging technical problems, the students I have been working with have
displayed exceptional scientific skills and multidisciplinarity, showing knowledge and interest in both basic
science and clinical applications.

”

The CDT offers Siemens access to highly talented, skilled and motivated students who can develop innovative
solutions to a wide range of problems and challenges in medical imaging. Being an onsite industry partner of the CDT allows me to help develop innovative solutions that
push the boundaries of technology to deliver patient benefit, while closely working with
outstanding clinical and academic groups on the St. Thomas’ campus. Innovation is
the cornerstone of industrial developments in the medical imaging field, and the CDT
programme allows early career researchers to work together with Siemens on projects
that can have a high reaching impact for patients and clinicians.
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Getting Started
Project partnerships are created three main ways:
1. Industry and supervisor discussions generate a potential project.
2. Industry Liaison Manager approaches companies with relevant projects submitted by supervisors.
3. Non-industry projects are open to industry involvement after they have started. Please contact the
Industry Liaison Manager for details.

Funding
A matched funded scheme with the centre contributing £12,500/year
(50% of the costs) and the industry partner contributing £12,500/year
(the remaining 50%) with flexible payment schedules.
Studentships are funded for 4 years and costs cover: tuition fees,
tax free stipend of at least £16,500 and bench fees (for research
consumables and attending conferences).
In addition, some industry partners may wish to additionally fund
clinical trials or further imaging experiments that can run alongside
CDT Activities.

Income allocated by
industry partners
since 2014 totals

£1.2M

~50%

of students are
industry funded
Other ways to contribute

•
•
•
•
•
•

Engagement via the CDT skills training in form of careers seminars
or research lectures
Participation in our CDT Mentorship Programme
On-site MRes project supervision
Summer internships & placements
Site visits and industry workshops
Other in-kind support such as research licences
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The Student Perspective
Jen Young

Jen is a 3rd year PhD student based at King’s College London in St
Thomas’ Hospital. She studied chemistry at York University and worked
in R&D at AzkoNobel for 5 years. Her research focuses on making
novel tracers for PET imaging of prostate cancer, and is supported by
Theragnostics.

Rob is a 1st year PhD student at Imperial College London. He has a
Masters degree in biophysics from Manchester University and joined the
CDT programme after studying the MRes in Medical Imaging Sciences
at King’s. His PhD focusses on using machine learning to improve the
quality of Cardiac MRI imaging, and is supported by GlaxoSmithKline.

Rob Robinson

“
”
“
”
42%
The industrial sponsorship of my PhD, and the expertise of my supervisors,
made the leap from the in-vivo experiments performed here at KCL to first
in-man studies achievable on a very short time-scale.

GSK were very accommodating in allowing me to push the MRes project
towards my interest. I am happy with the research and am excited about
the future applications.

Stream 1

Image Acquisition &
Image Reconstruction

Jed is a 2nd year PhD student at King’s College London. He studied
Biomedical Sciences at King’s for his undergraduate degree and an
MRes in Clinical Drug Development at UCL. His project, supported
by Unilever, studies how to image the effects of intra-nasal insulin on
blood-flow and connectivity in the brain, and how these effects change
in patients with insulin resistance.
Building a close working relationship with my funders has been key to the
success of my project.

Stream 2

Imaging Biology &
Chemistry

12
Students

15
Students

Of projects take
place
across
both institutions

15
Students

Our cohort of 42 students is

Stream 3

Image Computing
& Computational
Modelling

Jed Wingrove

31%

56% female
Projects take
over
33%
place across
different
streams

Camila Munoz

of projects have clinical
co-supervision

Camila is a second year PhD Student at King’s based at St Thomas’
Hospital. She received a Masters in Electrical Engineering and worked
for 2 years as a research assistant at the Pontificia Universidad Catolica
de Chile. Her PhD focusses on improving the quality of MRI imaging
using new techniques in image acquisition and is supported by Siemens
Healthcare.
The fact that my project is co-supported by Siemens Healthcare has added
considerable value to my PhD, I am certain that the fruitful relationship
between the CDT and this industry partner can be helpful in my career for
future collaborations.
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CDT Programme Structure
The CDT is structured as a “1+3” training programme, offering the
student to first obtain an MRes qualification which directly leads into a
well-founded PhD for years 2-4.
The engagement with and
feedback from the students is
almost entirely positive, backed
up by impressive results
EPSRC mid-period evaluation

Years 2-4 : PhD Research
Year 1: MRes Training & Research
•

The training year provides our students with a multidisciplinary view of the wider field, equipping them
with the theoretical and practical skills relevant for their research.

•

Through the interdisciplinary modules and group project, our students are trained to communicate
effectively across different disciplines.

•

Our cohort approach counteracts silo-ing disciplines, fosters collaboration from the start, and sets our
programme apart from isolated PhDs.

•

The literature report and research project already lay the foundation to the PhD, allowing the students
to enter their PhD at full pace.

Max is an MRes student and soon-to-be PhD student at King’s
College London. Currently, his research focuses on developing novel
computational techniques for simulating fluid structure interaction of
cardiac valve mechanics. His MRes project will become an integral
component of his PhD project and he has already made significant
progress in refining innovative modelling techniques.
The results I have obtained already in my first year will form the basis of my
future research.

Maximilian Balmus

Research Projects start properly in September of the second year, however there are still additional
benefits that come from being a member of the CDT:
•

Additional skills training runs through years 2 – 4 on a fortnightly basis and includes:

Enhanced Training Skills session
These sessions cover a range of different aspects of hard and soft skills. The training has been organised in
line with the requirements for the different years, starting with project management, personal effectiveness
and paper writing in the second year and ending with employability, thesis and grant writing in the fourth
year.
CDT Seminar Series
Featuring a mix of industry, academic and clinical speakers, these sessions are designed to inform the CDT
students of the latest research developments in a number of areas, and also to give information about careers
opportunities.
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Stream 1: Image Acquisition
and Reconstruction
Theme Leads:

Medical imaging has become an essential tool
for clinical diagnosis, treatment and monitoring,
playing an important role in the improvement of
public health.

Dr Claudia Prieto Vasquez
King’s
• MRI & PET/MR
• Cardiovascular
• Reconstruction &
Motion Correction

Dr Mengxing Tang
Imperial
• Ultrasound
• Physiological Flow
• Tissue Perfusion

Medical imaging comprises two main processes: a) image
acquisition and b) image reconstruction. Nowadays a variety
of imaging techniques, including X-ray, computed tomography
(CT), ultrasound, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), positron
emission tomography (PET) and nuclear medicine, are routinely
used in medical practice.
Our research focuses on clinically relevant problems by tackling
some of the major technical challenges in the acquisition and
reconstruction of the different image modalities. The image
acquisition challenges include achieving higher sensitivity,
better resolution, improved contrast, reduced image artefacts
due to physiological motion, as well as the synergistic
combination of different imaging modalities (e.g. PETMRI). Image reconstruction challenges include reduction of
radiation dose in case of ionizing techniques, compensation
of physiological motion during the acquisition, speed-up of
the acquisition by developing under-sampled reconstruction
techniques such as compressed sensing, as well as model based
reconstruction methods to improve the accuracy of the images in
clinically relevant anomalies. This is generally achieved through
mathematical modelling and nonlinear iterative optimization.

Supervisors:
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Prof Gareth Barker
King’s
• MRI
• Brain,
• Quantitative
Techniques

Academics marked with * are clinical
supervisors
Professor Rene Botnar
King’s
• MRI
• Contrast Agents
• Cardiovascular

Dr Amedeo Chiribiri
King’s *
• MRI
• Cardiovascular
• Perfusion

Dr Chris Dunsby
Imperial
• Fluorescence
• Multiphoton
Microscopy

Dr Rob Eckersley
King’s
• Ultrasound
• Microbubbles
• Imaging

Professor David Firmin
Imperial
• MRI
• Cardiovascular
• Phase Contrast
Velocity Imaging

Professor Paul French
Imperial
• Fluorescence
Lifetime Imaging
• Photonics

Professor Vicky Goh
King’s *
• PET/MR
• PET/CT
• Cancer Imaging

Professor Jo Hajnal
King’s
• MRI
• Ultrasound
• Perinatal Imaging

Professor Alexander
Hammers
King’s

Dr Markus Henningson
King’s
• MRI
• Cardiovascular
• Diffusion Imaging

Dr Shaihan Malik
King’s
• MRI
• Parallel
Transmission
• RF control

Professor Paul Marsden
King’s
• PET/MR
• Motion Correction
• Oncology &
Cardiology

Professor Paul Matthews
Imperial

Professor Reza Razavi
King’s *
• MRI/XMR
• Cardiac Imaging
• 3D Cardiac
Imaging

Dr Andrew Reader
King’s
• PET/MR
• Neuro & Oncology
• 3D/4D
Reconstruction

Dr Sébastien Roujol
King’s
• MRI
• Cardiac
• Clinical Treatment
Assessment

Dr Po-Wah So
King’s
• MRI/MRS
• Metabolic Diseases
• Neurodegeneration

Dr Donald Tournier
King’s
• MRI
• Perinatal
• Diffusion Imaging

•
•

PET-MR(-EEG)
Neuro Imaging

•
•

PET/MR
Multiple Sclerosis

Dr Isabel Dregely
King’s
• PET/MR
• Cancer
• Image
Reconstruction

Professor Ralph Sinkus
King’s
• MR Elastography
• Ultrasound
• Cell/wave
Interaction
Dr Enrico De Vita
King’s
• MRI
• Neuro-oncology
• MR Spectroscopy
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Stream 2: Imaging Chemistry
and Biology
Theme Leads:

Professor Phil Blower
King’s
• Radionuclide Imaging &
Therapy
• Radiochemistry

Dr Phil Miller

Imperial
• PET
• Radiochemistry
• Microfluidics

Chemists and biologists work together, in
collaboration with clinicians and imaging scientists,
to identify targets which are associated with
disease which can be used for molecular imaging.
This can be extended to monitor disease response
to treatment, and to design and develop contrast
agents that can ultimately be used in patients for
imaging.
While the majority of molecular imaging agents use radionuclides
(positron or gamma emitters) to provide the signal, some are based on
paramagnetic complexes and nanoparticles (for MRI), fluorescence
and luminescent or bioluminescent probes (for optical imaging) or
microbubbles (for ultrasound imaging). The molecular targeting
may be achieved by coupling radionuclides to biomolecules such as
peptides and proteins, or built into the design of small molecules and
metal complexes.
A major part of the chemistry challenge is not only to design and
construct the radiopharmaceuticals, but to develop highly efficient
chemistry to perform the radiolabelling with the utmost speed and
simplicity of manipulation. The biological behaviour of the new
probes is evaluated in tissue culture and small animal imaging to
optimise design and identify opportunities for translation to the
clinic. Molecular biology is used to design and produce new protein
based probes. The range of chemistry is very broad, encompassing
organic small molecules, metal complexes, proteins, peptides
and nanoparticles. The applications cover cancer, neurosciences,
cardiovascular, musculoskeletal and immunological areas.

Supervisors:

Academics marked with * are clinical
supervisors

Professor Eric Abogye
Imperial
• Cancer
• Pharmacology
• Molecular Imaging

Dr Simon Ameer-Beg
King’s
•
•

FLIM
Protein-protein
interactions
Dr Tom Eykyn
King’s
• MRI
• Dynamic Nuclear
Polarization
• Cancer

Dr James Choi
Imperial
• Ultrasound
• Drug Delivery
• Tissue Elasticity

Dr Fred Festy
King’s
• Fluorescence
Imaging
• Gold/Silver NP
• Cancer
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Professor Gary Cook
King’s *
• Cancer
• Pharmacology
• Molecular Imaging

Dr Gilbert Fruhwirth
King’s
• Imaging Tumour
Progression
• Therapy Imaging
• In-vivo cell tracking

Professor Tony Gee
King’s
• PET
• Rapid Labelling
Synthesis

Professor Mark Green
King’s
• Semiconductor &
Metal NP
• Rare-earth
Nanomaterials

Professor Roger Gunn
Imperial
• Molecular Imaging
• PET/MR
• In-Silico Screening

Professor Malcom Irving
King’s
• Biophysics
• Muscle
Contraction
• Molecular physics

Dr Sophia Karagiannis
King’s

Dr Robert Knight
King’s
• In-vivo Imaging
• Fluorescence
• Regenerative
Medicine

Professor Rob Krams
Imperial
• Molecular imaging
• Atherosclerosis

•
•

Cancer
Immunotherapy

Dr Marina Kuimova
Imperial
• Fluorescence
• Photodynamic
Therapy

Professor Nick Long
Imperial
• Synthetic
Chemistry
• Imaging Probe
Design

Dr Michelle Ma
King’s

Dr Rick Southworth
King’s
• Cardiac Molecular
Imaging
• High Field NMR
• PET/SPECT

Professor Alan Spivey
Imperial
• Synthetic
Chemistry
• PET Imaging

Dr Rafael T.M. de
Rosales
King’s
• Nanomedicine
• PET-MRI/ SPECT
Professor Peter
Weinberg
Imperial *
• Pulsewave Analysis
• Atherosclerosis

•
•

SPECT/PET
Novel Chelator
Synthesis

Dr Samantha Terry
King’s
• Radiobiology
• Radionuclide
Therapy
Dr James Wilton-Ely
Imperial
• NP For MRI
• PET Agents
• Selective Sensing

Dr Lefteris Livieratos
King’s
• SPECT/PET
• Oncology
• Cardiology

Dr John Maher
King’s
•
•

Cancer
Immunotherapy

Professor Klaus Suhling
King’s
• Fluorescence
Imaging
• FLIM
• tr-FAIM
Professor Ramón Vilar
Imperial
• Medicinal
Inorganic
Chemistry
Dr Ran Yan
King’s
• Developing Novel
Radiopharmaceuticals
• Multimodal Imaging
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Stream 3: Image Computing
and Computational Modelling
Theme Leads:

Dr Martin Bishop
King’s
• Cardiovascular
• Electrophysiology
• Arrhythmia

This stream aims to develop novel, computational
techniques for biophysical modelling and
biomedical image computing.
Research in this stream ranges from methodology driven research
that focuses on blue-sky research in image computing and
computation modelling to research that focuses on the translation
of advanced computing and modelling technology into clinical
practice addressing real-world problems in healthcare. The
research in these topics is underpinned by mathematical modelling,
numerical methods software engineering, and high performance
computing.
General topics of interest in this area include: biomedical image
analysis and computing, computational modelling from subcellular to the whole organ level, simulation and robotics, computer
assisted diagnosis, therapy and interventions, and clinical
applications of medical image computing and computational
modelling in neurology, cardiovascular and oncology

Dr Oleg Aslanidi
King’s
• Cardiac Modelling
• Arrhythmias
• 3D heart Structure

Dr Maria Deprez
King’s
• MRI
• Perinatal
• Motion Correction

Dr Vincent Giampietro
King’s
• fMRI
• Psychology/
Psychiatry
• Neurofeedback

Dr Peter Hellyer
Imperial
• fMRI
• Neural Structure
• Cognition

Dr Andy King
King’s
• Machine Learning
• Image Analysis
• Motion Modelling

Dr Pablo Lamata
King’s
• Imaging Blood
Pressure
• Computational
Anatomy

Dr Robert Leech
Imperial
•
•

Neural Dynamics
Psychology

Supervisors:

Academics marked with * are clinical
supervisors

Dr Jordi Alastruey
King’s
• Blood Flow Modelling
• Pulse Wave
Propagation
• Arterial Blood Pressure

Professor David
Edwards
King’s *
• Paediatrics
• Neonatal MRI
• Brain Development

Dr Bernhard Kainz
Imperial
• Real-time Image
Processing
Techniques

Dr Jack Lee
King’s
• Cardiovascular
• Biomechanical
Modelling

Professor Giovanni
Montana
King’s
• Machine Learning
• Big-data Mining

Dr Graeme Penney
King’s
• Motion Models
• 2D - 3D
Registration
Techniques

Dr Steven Niederer
King’s
• Cardiovascular
• Multi-scale
Modelling

Dr David Nordsletten
King’s
• Cardiovascular
• Biomechanical
Modelling

Professor Kawal Rhode
King’s
• Imaging Robotics
• Automation of
Image Analysis

Dr Emma Robinson
King’s
• Machine Learning
• Computer Vision

Professor Daniel
Rueckert
Imperial
• Medical Image
Computing
• Machine Learning

Professor Julia Schnabel
King’s
• Computational
Imaging
• Image Registration
• Machine Learning

Professor Spencer
Sherwin
Imperial
• Computational
Fluid Mechanics
• Biomedical Flow
Modelling

Professor Federico
Turkheimer
King’s
• Neuroimaging
Statistics
• Time-series
Analysis

Professor Steve
Williams
King’s
• Neuroimaging
• MRI

Dr Fernando Zelaya
King’s
• Psychology
• Neurology
• Physiological
Imaging

Dr Ben Glocker
Imperial
• Image Analysis
• Machine Learning
• Computer Vision

Dr Hongbin Liu
King’s
• Medical robotics
• Robotic Touch &
Haptics
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Dr Adelaide de Vecchi
King’s
• Cardiovascular
• Personalised
Medicine
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Recruitment Timeline
•

The CDT is open to discussions with companies at any time.

•

Industry projects are prioritised in our recruitment processes to guarantee partners a high
quality student.

•

We welcome suggestions for projects from industry partners throughout the year.

•

All students are interviewed by the CDT via a three-stage panel process, and we welcome
industry involvement in the process of recruitment. This can be in the form of attending the
presentations on the day or giving some guidance on the preferred type of candidate.

Our guidance timeline for our recruitment cycle is as follows:

7th June: Call for Projects
6th July: Industry event with partners and supervisors
29th September: Deadline for the project call
3 November: Applications for 2018-2019 open
2018

9th January: First application deadline
30th January: Interviews for the CDT

For more information, please contact:
Dr Neil J. Simrick
CDT Industry Liaison Manager
Phone: 020 7188 7188 ext. 54374
Email: neil.simrick@kcl.ac.uk
Robert Miles
CDT Manager
Phone: 020 7188 7188 ext 52503
Email: imaging-cdt@kcl.ac.uk
Dr Mike Ray
CDT Coordinator (Imperial)
Phone: 020 7594 2678
Email: michael.ray@imperial.ac.uk
Andreea Podoleanu
CDT Coordinator (King’s)
Phone: 020 7188 7188 ext 52503
Email: andreea.podoleanu@kcl.ac.uk
Dr Matthew Allinson
Engagement & Communications Manager
Phone: 020 7188 3052
Email: matthew.allinson@kcl.ac.uk
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